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We consider an ordinary differential equation 
dx/dt - A(t) x =f(t), tE9 (1) 
where 9 = ]or, W[ is an open, possibly unbounded interval of R, A is a real 
rz x n matrix function of t and f is a real n-vector function oft, both defined 
almost everywhere (a.e.) on 9. 
In many technical applications equation (1) is associated with interface 
conditions 
MkX(tk-) + N$&+) = Ck , (2) 
where t, E 4, ck E R”, n/r, and Nh. are real m x n matrices, and 
ix@-) = )$I-- x(t), 
k 
.qt,+) = jiT”+ x(t). 
+k 
We shall examine some of the possible ways of dealing with (l), (2). 
We shall assume, for simplicity, that k runs over a finite set of integers, 
K = 1,...,p, and more precisely 
a<t1< ..* < t, < *** < t, < w. (3) 
It will be soon evident, however, that cases such as 
or 
01 ... < t-, < to < t1 < -0. < w 
could be dealt with in similar ways. 
1. If A and f are locally L-integrable on 3 (= L&9)), a Caratheodory 
4 
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solution of (1) is a function x of t, locally absolutely continuous on 3 
(= ACr,Q)), represented by Lagrange formula 
x(t) = Y(t) Y-‘(T) X + St Y(t) Y-l(s)f(s) ds, 
T 
(4) 
where Q- E 3 is fixed, X E Rn, and Y is a fundamental matrix of A. Here a 
property is said to hold locally on 9 if it holds on every compact subinterval 
of3. 
We consider first the simplest way, perhaps, to satisfy (2). It consists of 
building up a certain discontinuous function made out of pieces of different 
Caratheodory solutions of (l), as follows. 
We first look for n-vectors X,- for which there are solutions of (1) which 
satisfy the generalized Cauchy conditions 
N&J = ck - M,X,-. 
According to (4) this is equivalent to looking for X E Rn, such that 
N,Y(t,) Y-'(T) X = ck - Nk j" Y(tk) Y-+)/f(s) ds - MkXk-. (5) 7 
There are, in general, infinitely many n x m matrices P, such that 
N,Y(t,) Y-'(7) PJv~Y(t,) Y-'(T) = N,Y(t,) Y-l(,). (6) 
Then (5) will have solutions if and only if there are X,- E Rn such that 
[I - N,Y(t,) y-'(T)P,] [ck - Nk I" Y(tk) Y-l(s)f(s) di - MkXk-] = 0 (7) 
7 
where Z is the m x m unit matrix and 0 is the origin of Rm. Moreover, 
the solutions of (5) are given by 
xk~xko+Pk[ck-Nk~~ Y(tk) Y-l(s)f(s) ds - M,x,] (8) 
where X,O is any solutions of 
i-&Y(&) Y-‘(T) x0 = 0. (9) 
Therefore if X,- verifies (7) for some (hence for all) P, satisfying (6), 
we obtain by (8) and (4), with X = X, , a set (namely a linear variety) of 
Caratheodory solutions of (1). 
Now let us start from K = 1. If there are some X1- E Rn such that (7) 
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holds for k = 1, we put one of them into the right hand side of (8), with 
k = 1, and we get a linear variety of X, E Rn. Then we put one of those 
X, in place of X into (4) and we get a Caratheodory solution of (1). 
If p = 1 we denote by s,(t) its restriction to ]tr , w[, otherwise xl(t) will 
denote its restriction to Iii , tr[. 
In both cases we shall put X = Xi- into (4) and call x,(t) the restriction 
of x(t) to ]a, tl[. We will then have 
M,xo(t,-) + Nl&+) = Cl , 
so that, if p = 1, the function = x0(t) in ](Y, tJ and = xi(t) in ]tl , w[ can be 
considered a (discontinuous) solution of (l), (2). 
If p > 1 we pass to ]1i, ia[ starting with X,- = x,(t,-). We then have 
to check whether (7), K = 2, holds with such X,- and in the affirmative 
we define X, by means of (8) (9), k = 2, and, correspondingly, a Caratheodory 
solution of (1) by means of (4) with X = X, . Then we call x2(2) its restriction 
to]t,,w[ifp=2orto]t,,ta[ifp>2andsoon. 
If we are successful at every step we shall get, in the end, a “train” 
composed of p + 1 pieces of Caratheodory solutions, x,(t), x1(t),..., xp(t), 
defined on ]OL, tl[, ]tr , ta[,..., ]tD , w[, respectively and (2) will simply mean 
M$k--l(tk-) + NLxk(tk+) = ck 3 K = l,...,p. 
In the case m = n, this is what has been called a d-solution of (l), (2) by 
T. Pignani and W. M. Whyburn [4]. (See also F. W. Stallard [6].) Summing 
up, everything depends on the validity of (7) for all K involved, so that (i) 
either (7) does not hold for some k and all “admissible inputs” X,- and then 
(l), (2) will have no d-solution, or (ii) (7) holds for every K. In this case, 
since each set of admissible X,- is a linear variety, in general, there will also 
be a linear variety of d-solutions. 
Situation (ii) arises, for instance, when m = n and det Nk # 0, a case 
considered by D. Pham and D. Weiss [3], [S]. With these assumptions there 
is in fact a unique Pk satisfying (6), namely [N,Y(t,) Y-l(~)]-l, so that (7) 
holds for all X,- E R” and we have X,O = 0. 
By way of example let us consider a homogeneous equation (f z 0) with 
“shock” conditions 
x(tli-) - x(t,f) = Ck . 
We will have Nk = -Mk = I, the unit n x n matrix, so that 
Pk = Y(T) Y-l(tk), (7) holds for all K, (8) becomes 
xk = y(T) y-‘(tk)(ck + ‘k-) 
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and by (4) we get 
Xk(Q = Y(t) y-ytk)(Ck + X,-J. 
If we put ck + Xk- = Yk we easily find that the yk has to satisfy the finite- 
difference system 
Yk+l = Y(fk+l) Y-l(tk) Yk + h+l - 
D. Wexler [9] arrived at the same result by reducing (l)(2), (with f = 0, 
Nk= --M=I)to 
dxjdt - A(t) x = 1 6,,ck (6,, = Dirac delta) 
k 
and then using distribution theory. 
2. A d-solution, completed by defining its values at tk in an arbitrary way, 
is a function of t E 3 locally of bounded variation on 9 (= SV&S)). 
This remark suggests a second approach to solving (l)(2) based on the 
well-known decomposition of a BV&J) ( sea ar or) n-vector function x into 1 
the sum y + z of an /ICI,,(~) function y plus a BV&3) function z which 
is singular, i.e. such that dz/dt = 0 a.e. on 9. 
We can then transform (l)(2) ’ t m o a sort of “controllability” problem as 
follows. Let us denote by S the space of singular BVl,-&#) n-vector functions 
z and consider the family of differential equations 
dyldt - A(t) y = 4) z(t) +f(t), ZES. (10) 
with A, f both Lr,,(.Y) as in Sec. 1. 
For each X E Rn, z E S there will be a Caratheodory solution of (lo), 
namely 
y(t) = Y(t) Y-l(,) x + jt Y(t) Y-l(s) A(s) z(s) ds 
T 
+ St Y(t) Y-l(s)f(s) fk (11) 7 
Problem (l)(2) can then be interpreted as that of finding pairs (X, z), X E Rn, 
z E S, such that 
kfk[Y(fk-) + z(tk-)] + Nk[#k+) + dtk+‘ll = ‘k ) 
for all values of K. 
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Equivalently, since y(tlc-) = y(tk+) = y(t&, we have to look for X E Rn, 
z E S such that 
(lb& + Nk) Y(tk) Y-‘(T) X = ck - (n/r, + A$) St” Y(tk) Y-l(s)f(s) ds 
7 
- MJp(tk-) - NJ&.z(t~+) - (A& + Nk) Jf Y(&) Y-l(s) A(s) z(s) ds, (12) 
r 
holds for all k. 
Let Qk be any n x m matrix such that 
(Wc + Nk) Y(Q Y-‘(T) Q&K + Nk) Y(h) Y-‘(T) 
= (A& + A$) Y(ik) Y-l(,). 
Then, for each k, let S, be the set of x E S such that 
[I - P&x + Nd Y(b) E’-Y4Qkl [G 
- (AI, + A$) j-‘” Y(tk) Y-‘(s)f(s) ds - M&t,,-) - N&tk+) 
7 
- (M, + Nk) If’ Y(tlf) Y-l(s) A(s) z(s) ds] = 0. (13) 
7 
If the intersection set fi* S, is empty we cannot proceed further, otherwise 
we take any z E nlc S, into (12) and we solve it with respect to X for each 
value of k. 
For each k we have a set of such solutions, namely a linear variety 
V,(x) C R”: 
Go + Q&J - (Mk + Nd St” Y(h) Ws)f(s) d.s 
- (&I, + Nk) 1’” Y(t,) ;-l(s) A(s) z(s) ds 
7 
- M$( ty) - N,x( t,+), zEnkSB, 
where Xk’J is anyone of the solutions of 
(&& + Nk) Y(tk) Y-‘(T) x0 = 0. 
Finally if the intersection set nk V,(z) is nonempty for some z E nk Sk , then 
X E nk h&h z E n,S, 
will be a solution of (12) for all k. 
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If, in particular, (Mk + Nk) Ii Y-‘(T) has a right inverse Qlc for each K 
(which happens, for instance, when m = II and det(M, + Nk) # 0 for all K), 
then (13) holds for an arbitrary z E S, i.e. flL S, = S. Therefore, if 
nlc V,(Z) # .B for some z E S, (12) has solutions for all K. 
The case of “shock conditions” (m = n, Nk = -Mk = I) considered at 
the end of Sec. 1 becomes particularly simple in this setting. There are in 
fact infinitely many z E S such that z(ts-) - ~(t,+) = clc . We can take any of 
them, put it into (ll), then take any solution y and finally get x = y + z. 
3. A third approach, again on the assumption that A and f are both 
Lr,,($) and still based on Bl’r,,(9) solutions of (l)(2), is that used by 
F. W. Stallard [7] in a particular case. In our setting it can be described 
as follows. Let us denote by 9%’ the class of real n x n matrix functions R 
of t E 9 such that: 
(a) R is BVdy) 
(b) dRjdt = 0, the zero n x n matrix, a.e. on 9 
(c) to each compact subinterval d C 9 there corresponds a 6 > 0, such 
that 1 det R(t)1 > 6, t ELI. 
Clearly (c) serves to insure that if R E 9, then R-l exists and R-l E 9, 
so that W is a multiplicative group. We say that an n-vector function x of 
t E 9 is of type W if it is BVr,,(9) and Rx is ACl,,(Y) for some R E 9%‘. 
We then look for solutions of (l)(2) among functions of type W. Therefore 
x will be a solution of (l)(2) if: 
(i) it is BVl,,(9) 
(ii) it satisfies (1) a.e. on 4 
(iii) it satisfies (2) 
(iv) there is some R E 9%’ such that Rx is AC&Y). 
It follows immediately that then Rx has to be a Caratheodory solution of 
dy/dt - R(t) A(t) R-‘(t) y = R(t) f(t), (14) 
such that 
lMJW,-) + Nd-l(tk+)l y&c) = ck . (1% 
Conversely if there are R E 9 and y E AC&Y) satisfying (14)(15) then 
x = R-ly is a solution of (l)(2) of type B?. Therefore we have to look for 
pairs (R, y) with R E 9 and y a Caratheodory solution of (14)(15) and then 
take R-ly. 
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To do this we have first to represent Caratheodory solutions of (14) by 
means of Lagrange formula 
Ylt) = ye y;l(~) x + It YR(t) yil(s) R(s)f(s) ds, I 
where 7 E 9 is fixed, X E Rn, and YR is any fundamental matrix of RAR-I. 
Then the problem becomes that of finding R E 92 such that the system 
(h = l,...,p) 
[MK1(tJ + NK1(tlc+)l YR(&) K?(T) X 
= cg - [M,R-l(G) + N$-‘(tk+)] ,I YR(tk) yii%) WM4 ~3 (16) 
has solutions X E Rn. 
This will not be easy, in general, mainly because of the presence of YR , 
whose dependence on R is far from being simple. This remark applies, 
for instance, to the case of “shock” conditions. 
However, there is no difficulty in solving (16) when ck = 0 if it is possible 
to define R E 9 in such a way that 
MkR-l(y) + NkR-I(&+) = 0, h = I,...,? (17) 
where 0 is zero m x n matrix. 
If, for instance, (see F. W. Stallard [7j) we have cb = 0, m = tl and 
det Mk # 0, det Nk # 0, (K = l,...,p) we can define very simply an REB? 
satisfying (17). Namely R(t) = R,(t) ... R,(t) with 
Rk(t) = /lM-lN 
for cY<t<tk 
k k for t, < t < w, 
is of type 92 and we have 
M,R-I@,-) = (-I)“-” M,N&M,+, ..a N,-‘MD = -N&-l&+). 
4. In all that precedes we consistently assumed that A and f are both 
LlOC(-f). 
It may well happen, however, that A or f, or both, are L-integrable only 
on compact subintervals of 9 which exclude the points t, , i.e., that they 
are locally L-integrable on ](Y, &...,I t, , w[, but not on 9. 
In this case we have to consider p + 1 different equations 
dxjdt - Ati) x = f’“‘(t), h=l ,*..,p + 1 (18d 
with A’“’ and f (h) locally L-integ rable on Ithe , tb[, and t, = OL, t,+l = w. 
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We then look, for each h, for Caratheodory solutions x of (18,) such that 
x(t;t_r) and ~(t~-) exist, (both if h = 2,...,p, only the first if 1~ = p + 1, 
and only the second if h = l), and then try to match those limits by using 
(2). There ~(t~-), x(t,+) are to be understood as belonging to Caratheodory 
solutions of two different equations ( 181), namely (18& and (18,+,). 
From this point of view a solution of (l)(2) will actually be a “train” 
of complete Caratheodory solutions of different equations, the result being 
a function which, in general, is neither dC&9) nor BVr,,(Y). 
To find solutions of ( 18n) such that M,...,x(t,+_,) is given and x(th-) exists 
is a sort of asymptotic boundary-value problem which has been considered 
only in particular cases. 
5. Non-linear equations dx/dt =f(t, x), associated with conditions (2) 
at a finite or infinite set of points tk , are also encountered in the literature. 
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